THE WORLD BANK GROUP IN BELARUS
WHAT CHANGES WILL BELARUS SEE BY 2022?

324,000 people will get access to clean drinking water

79,000 people will receive reliable heat and electricity generated from renewable biomass

100 administrative procedures will be performed online to cut red tape for businesses

2,100,000 tons of reductions in carbon emissions per year

154 km of a road between Minsk and Grodno will be upgraded to shorten travel time and reduce casualties

50 of the largest state-owned enterprises will openly publish financial statements in accordance with international standards

All regions in Belarus will use e-prescriptions in the health sector

1,180,000 megawatt hours of energy savings

25,000 students will study, in modernized schools, in rural areas and small towns

100% of health facilities will be able to exchange patient summaries electronically

Citizens’ budget will be published annually containing information on state budget
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